Canvas Vista™ Recycling Instructions

Click on Product or Name to view recycling instructions.

FG110. Chase
FG11A. A Leg
FG111. Display Unit
FG112. Open Frame Screen
FG115. Fabric Pari Screen
FG116. Fabric Flat Edge Screen
FG117. Post End or Intermediate Leg
FG118. Markerboard Screen
FG119. Structural End or Intermediate Leg
FG120. Laminate Screen
FG121. Chase Connector
FG141. NY Power
FG142. Ceiling Power Entry
FG144. Floor Power Entry
FG150. Harness
FG154. Jumper
FG156. Cover Intermediate Leg
FG157. Chicago Power Harness Solution
FG159. Data Box
FG160. Chase Endcap
FG197. Cable Management Clip
FG198. Cable Management Sleeve
FG199. Under Chase Wire Manager
FG292. Storage Support
FG2B1. Surface Support, A-Leg
FG2B2. Surface Support, T-Leg
FG2B3. Shared Surface Support
FG303. SS Boundary Screen
FG345. Open Frame Screen - Surface Attached
FG346. Modesty Screen, Handed
FG347. Privacy/Modesty Screen, Handed
FG348. Modesty Screen, Double Sided
FG349. Privacy/Modesty Screen, Double Sided
FG351. Pari Screen, Surface Attached
FG353. Pari Screen, Surface Attached with Modesty
FG354. Pari Delineation Screen
FG356. Flat Edge Screen, Surface Attached
FG357. Flat Edge Screen, Surface Attached with Modesty
FG358. Flat Edge Delineation Screen
FG360. Laminate Surface Attached Screen
FG361. Laminate Surface Attached with Modesty
Click on Product or Name to view recycling instructions.

FG430. Movable Insert
FG491. Infill, Display Unit
FG600. T-Light
FG696. Stiffener
FGS10. Retangular Surface
FGS16. Round Tops
FGS17. Chase Shelf
FGS34. Café Rectangle
FGS35. Round End Peninsula
FGS36. D Shaped Peninsula
DV6GT. Height Adjustable Table Kits
DV7GT. Height Adjustable Table Leg Kit
L2CF. Storage, Single Sided
L2CFS. Storage, Shared
L2SCF. Suspended Cubby
L2SDF. Suspended Drawer
Y1130. Privacy/Modesty Screen, HAT
Y1131. Modesty Screen, HAT
YT300. Ubi Shelf - Chase Attached
YT420. Ubi USB Module, Chase Attached
YT700. Bag Hook, Chase Attached
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